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Functional properties of living cells depend on the thermodynamic variables such as 
temperature and pressure. A unique tool to investigate volume effects on structure and 
metabolism of the cell and biomolecules is pressure perturbation. We have developed a new 
setup that enables micro-spectroscopy and optical imaging of individual live cells at variable 
pressure from 0.1 to 400 MPa.  
Following characterization of the setup, pressure and temperature effects on the 
secondary structure of the peptide Poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA) in D2O buffer solution were 
investigated. The amide I band of PGA is sensitive to pressure and temperature, and by 
spectral deconvolution, we determined the relative contributions due to the α-helix and 
random coil conformations. The population of α-helix increases with increasing pressure.  
Pressure effects on single red blood cells and the intracellular protein hemoglobin were 
studied by micro-Raman spectroscopy. In particular, we observed a shift in the frequency of 
the iron-histidine vibrational band in both the intracellular hemoglobin and hemoglobin in 
solutions. The iron-histidine mode is a sensitive structural marker of the crucial iron-protein 
linkage in heme proteins. The pressure dependent shift suggests a conformational change of 
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the heme environment. This finding was further supported by micro-absorption measurements 
at variable pressure. 
In additional experiments, Raman spectroscopy was employed to probe molecular 
changes that occurred in hemoglobin in erythrocytes infected with the malaria parasite 
Plasmodium falciparum. The spectra of infected cells indicated that hemoglobin degradation can 
be correlated with the stages of the parasite multiplication cycle.  
The research was further extended towards probing size and shape changes of individual 
cells with pressure. The lateral diameter in yeast cells was observed to decrease with pressure in 
a reversible way. These results suggest that transport of the intra-cellular water may play a 
significant role for volume changes. 
In summary, pressure changes were shown to induce conformational changes in proteins 
and shape changes in yeast cells. A Raman technique was developed to monitor the states of 
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Environmental parameters such as pressure influence structure, dynamics and function of a 
biological system. High pressure can play a key role in the stability of biological assemblies. Pressure 
experiments provide information on volume changes. Pressure is a fundamental thermodynamic variable. 
For instance, deep sea bacteria survive at pressures greater than 1000 atm (1.01325×102 MPa). In contrast, 
small pressure changes have been shown to inactivate viruses [1]. Pressure affects the overall volume 
which is associated with a biochemical and physiological reaction [2]. We need to understand not only 
the important role that high pressure plays in cells but also its effect on the interactions between 
macromolecules and their reactions. Pressure is an important parameter for protein folding. Bridgman 
showed in his pioneering experiments that a pressure of 7 kbar can denature proteins of egg white in a 
similar but not identical way as temperature [3]. Since then, high pressure has developed into a useful tool 
to study biological molecules and proteins are major components of living organisms. The mis-folding of 
proteins is related to diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases [4]. Pressure has been shown 
to influence cellular processes such as chemical reactions, delivery of cellular information, ligand-protein 




Figure 1:Range of pressures present in various biological systems [5]. 
Figure 1 shows pressure effects on organisms. For instance, planktonic crustaceans are sensitive 
to modest pressures less than 1 kPa [6]. Turgor pressure should be controlled in microorganisms 
within the cell wall such as algae at 2 MPa [7]. Many fishes have developed responses in 
pressure via the concentration of gases within a swim bladder [8]. High pressure adaptation was 
discovered in deep sea organisms such as Eukarya at 110 MPa [9]. High pressure can exert 
influence on the growth and viability of micro-organisms (pinpoint pressure-points in cell growth 
and viability) [4],[10]. Accordingly, pressure is perhaps the most important environmental 
variables for proteins and cells. One goal of our research is to understand of pressure effects on 
protein dynamics and cellular processes.  
We have developed a novel setup to investigate proteins and single cells under a Raman 
microscope at variable pressure. Raman microscopy provides the information on a biological 
system at the cellular level. Employing a novel micro-capillary cell, Raman spectra can be 
acquired from atmospheric pressure to 4 kbar under solution conditions all within a few nano-
liters volume.  
Lipids have important functions and are a component of cell membranes [11]. We probed 
the vibrational spectroscopy of lipid systems. We instigated the C-C stretch band in DMPC (1, 2-
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dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) as function of pressure and temperature. The C-C 
stretch band has different conformers such as anti and gauche. With increasing pressure, anti 
bands shift to higher frequency. These shifts cause chain interactions with increasing pressure. 
With increasing pressure, the conformers change from anti to gauche due to chain–chain 
interactions [12]. We investigated the C-H stretch band in DMPC and POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and probed the Raman spectroscopy of the CH mode in 
DMPC and POPC at variable temperature. With increasing temperature, the frequencies of the 
CH2 and CH3 shift to higher frequencies due to chain-chain interactions for both lipids. With 
increasing temperature, the ratio of relative intensities [I(CH3)/I(CH2)] increase due to 
intermolecular -interactions for both lipids. 
The model peptide (poly-L-glutamic acid) undergoes a coil-to-helix transition as a 
function of temperature [13]. We investigated the pressure dependence of conformation changes 
of the amide I band in poly-L-glutamic acid. Amide I bands are sensitive to secondary structures 
(α-helices, random coils). With increasing pressure, the maximum of the amide I band shifts 
lower frequency. We decovoluted the amide I band of poly-L-glutamic acid into components of 
random coils, α-helices, and β-turns and then determined band areas at variable pressure. The 
pressure dependent shifts suggest that significant changes in the population of secondary 
structures occurred. These changes involved conversion of random coils to α-helices. 
The setup is also suitable for study of single cells. This study began by comparing the 
Raman spectra of healthy red blood cells and the Raman spectra of infected red blood cells in a 
micro-capillary. There were clear differences between Plasmodium falciparum infected and 
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uninfected cells. We also observed spectral changes during the individual stages of the 
erythrocytic parasite multiplication cycle.  
The iron-histidine band is the crucial iron-protein linkage in heme proteins [14]. We 
probed the iron-protein linkage with pressure changes. We investigated the Raman active iron-
histidine mode of deoxygenated hemoglobin. In order to probe the iron-histidine vibrational band, 
we developed a method to deoxygenate hemoglobin in erythrocytes. Deoxygenation is confirmed 
by single cell absorption. Using Raman spectroscopy, we measured the pressure dependence of 
the iron-histidine stretching mode in a deoxygenated erythrocyte. The iron-histidine mode shifts 
into higher frequency with increasing pressure. The shift is related to changes in the 
conformation of the heme environment [15].  
Finally, we present possible extensions. Water is essential for cells. We employ Raman 
spectroscopy to distinguish the intracellular water and bulk water. The spectral changes of the 
OH band revealed the different contributions of intracellular water and bulk water. The second 
extension is morphological changes of yeast cells with pressure by the direct optical imaging. 
Yeast cells undergo reversible size changes of about 20% with pressure change of 150 MPa. The 
volume changes may involve the transport of the intracellular water.  
In summary the developed techniques in this thesis have applications to the study of 
living systems. The ability to monitor how specific architectures (bonds) are being altered as a 
function of environmental changes (example: pressure) is of great values to both cell biologists 






2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
2.1 Raman scattering 
Scattering of light at altered frequency was first observed in 1928 by Chandrasekhara 
Venkata Raman [16]. The Raman technique became widely applicable after the invention of the 
laser. Raman spectroscopy reveals the vibrational energy of excitations of a molecule. When 
incident light is scattered from a molecule, most photons are elastically scattered, such that the 
scattered photons have the same frequency as the incident photons. A small fraction of the light 
then is scattered by an excitation. The scattered photons are shifted to lower or higher incident 
frequency due to inelastic scattering. From scattered light, we can analyze the wavelength of the 
scattered radiation and Rayleigh scattering. The basic physics of Raman scattering is explained 
in the following sections [16]. 
2.1.1 Classical model 
The basic features of Raman scattering can be illustrated by a classical model involving 
the induced polarization and a molecular vibration. An electromagnetic wave with the electric 




Figure 2:Electromagnetic wave [16]. 
We know that the excitation is a vibration which is the dynamical variable for the vibrational 
displacement Q. 
 
Figure 3: Raman classical picture [16]. 
The E(t) of the incoming electro-magnetic wave induces a polarization P(t). The polarizability of 







)cos()( 10 tEtE ω=                                                                                                                   (2.1.1) 
where 0E  is the vibrational amplitude. 
)cos()( 10 tEEtP ωαα ==                                                                                                         (2.1.2) 
and  
)cos( 10 tQQ ω=                                                                                          (2.1.3) 
is the vibrational displacement along a normal coordinate. The vibrational displacement term is 






                                                                   
(2.1.4) 








                                 
(2.1.5) 
The first of the terms in the equation 2.1.5 describes Rayleigh scattering, the second term is 
Stokes (red shifter), and anti-Stokes (blue shifter) Raman scattering [16]. 
 
Figure 4: Raman scattering and Rayleigh scattering [16]. 
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The scattered radiation occurs over all directions and may also have observable changes 
in its polarization along with its wavelength. The molecule emits the electromagnetic radiation of 
the frequency 1ω due to Rayleigh scattering. Thus, in addition to Rayleigh scattering at the 
frequencyω , the molecule emits the electromagnetic radiation of the frequency ωω ±1 due to 
Raman scattering. In general, excitations modulate the electric susceptibility and the induced 
polarization through fluctuations in dynamical variables [16]. 
2.1.2 Quantum model 
The classical model illustrates the basic physics of Raman scattering. Raman scattering 
can be quantum mechanically described by time-dependant perturbation theory [17]. We 
consider the induced polarization in the second-order time-dependent perturbation theory. The 
















tHH + is the full Hamiltonian and 0
^
H is the unperturbed Hamiltonian. 
The stationary Schődinger’s equation for the unpurtbed Hamiltonian 0
^
H  eigenfunction is solved 
by )(rnϕ  and eigenvalue nε . 
)()(0
^
rrH nnn ϕεϕ =                                                                                                                 (2.1.7) 
)('
^
tH  is small compared with 0
^
H  
We can expand into 
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nn tCtr ϕψ )(),(
                                                                                                                
(2.1.9) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ⋅⋅⋅+++= )()()()( 210 tCtCtCtC nnnn                                                                                   (2.1.10) 
The wave function ( ) )(0 tCn is an initial state (t=0) so 
( ) )(0 tCn  is zero [17]. 
















                                                                                           
(2.1.11) 
The electric field )cos( 1tEo ω is moving along the r axis. The electrical potential is 
trE 10 cosωχ −=  [17]. 
The transition matrix element is )()( rPrP knnk ϕϕ= . 























                                                              (2.1.12) 
The differential cross section is proportional to the Raman transition probability [17].  





Figure 5: Raman quantum picture [18]. 
Figure 5 illustrates the quantum mechanical picture for Raman scattering. The incident photons 
interact with the molecules, and the amount of energy gained or lost by a photon is characteristic 
of the nature of each bond (vibration). The Rayleigh line has no energy difference and simply 
decays back down to the ground state. The Stoke and anti-Stoke lines are shifted in energy due to 
annihilation of a vibrational quantum. Stokes scattering is an absorption process, and anti-Stokes 
scattering is emission process. An emitted photon has either slightly more or less energy. This 
energy difference in the emitted photon is given by energy level within a vibrational level and 
corresponds to the Raman shift.  
The thermal properties of the vibrational state are given by a Boltzmann distribution [18]. The 












                     
(2.1.13) 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, N is the total number of particles, gi is the 
degeneracy and Z(t) is the partition function. 













                                   
(2.1.14) 
where ΔE is the energy differences between the first vibrational state and the ground state. The 
intensity of Stokes scattering is larger than intensity of anti-Stokes. This intensity differences is 
determined by the Boltzmann distribution [18]. 


























                         (2.1.15) 
where the spectral density of polarization fluctuations is
S
SSSS PP ωεε ⋅⋅ ˆˆ
* , V is the light 
scattering volume, c is the speed of light, and Sε  is the polarization of the scattered light [19]. 




















                                                (2.1.16) 
Here Sε  and Iε  are the scattered and incident polarization directions, and ωξξ
*  is the 




Cells are the fundamental building blocks for living organisms [20]. The human body has 
about 1013 cells. The size of cells varies from 1 to 100 µm [21]. For example, the typical size of 
yeast cells is similar to the size of red blood cells, although some of yeast cells can reach 
diameters over 40 µm [22]. Table 1 gives an overview of the major components of yeast cells. 
Table 1: classes of molecules encountered in yeast cells [22]. 
Class of 
Macromolecule 
Categories Major Components 
Proteins Structural Structural actin, tubulin (cytoskeleton) 
 Hormones α and a pheromones 
 Enzymes  
Glycoproteins Cell wall 
components 
Mannoproteins 
 Enzymes functional enzymes (invertase) 
Polysaccharides Cell wall 
components 
glucan, mannan, chitin 
 Storage glycogen, trehalose 
Polyphosphates 
lipids 
Storage polyphosphate in vacuole 
 Structural free sterols in membranes 
 Storage lipid particles (sterol esters and triglycerides) 
Nucleic acids Functional phosphoglyceride derivatives, free fatty acids 
 DNA Genomic DNA (80%); mitochondrial (10-20%) 
 RNA rRNA (80%); mRNA (5%) cytosol, ER, 
mitochondria, tRNAs, snRNAs 
 
 
Under ideal conditions yeast cell can reproduce every two or three hours [23]. There are various 
size and shape of yeast cells that are dependent on physical and chemical conditions. Yeast cells 
are composed of proteins, glycoproteins, polysaccharides, polyphosphates, lipids, and nucleic 
acids. The insides of yeast cells contain periplasm, plasma membrane, bud scar, cytosol, nucleus, 
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mitochondrion, ER, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, secretory vesicles, vacuole, and 
peroxisome. The structure of yeast cells is similar to a eukaryote [22]. 
 
Figure 6: Scheme of organelles and compartments in a yeast cell [22]. 
The outer shell of yeast cells consists of the plasma membrane, the periplasmic space, and the 
cell wall. The main function of the membrane is to controll the osmotic properties of the cell. 
Especially, the cell wall is composed of polysaccharides (80-90%), glucans and mannans, chitin, 
proteins, lipids, and inorganic phosphates [24]. The major components of the cytoplasm are the 
cytosol, and organelles. The cytoskeleton determines the structure and shape. The cytoskeleton 
provides structural organizations such as the microtubules and the microfilaments [25]. The 
cytoskeleton consists of actin (F-actin), microtubules, and intermediate filaments. They are 
filamentous proteins. The actin diameter is 5 nm. Actin forms thin fibers. The extensional 
modulus of F-actin is approximately 109 Pa which is similar to plexiglass [26]. Microtubules are 
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rope-like polymers of tubulin. The IR length is about 25 µm. The outer diameter of the 
microtubule is about 25 nm. The main functions are to maintain cell structure, and provide 
platforms for intracellular transport, and form the spindle during mitosis [27]. Diameter of 
Intermediate filaments (IFs) are 10 nm and are mainly cytoplasmic contained lamins [28]. 
2.2.1 Erythrocytes  
Red blood cells (erythrocytes) transport oxygen around the body. Erythrocytes are filled 
with hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is the carrier for oxygen from the lungs. The diameter of a typical 
erythrocyte is 6-8 µm and the thickness is about 2 µm. The cell volume is about 90 fL with a 
surface of about 136 μm2 [29]. An adult human has 20-30 trillion red blood cells. Erythrocytes 
are non-nucleated and lack intra-membrane organelles. The membrane of the red blood cell has 
very important roles such as surface deformability, which aids in regulating flexibility and 
immune recognitions. The erythrocytes cell membrane is made up of a lipid bilayer [29]. Red 
blood cells contain about 35% of water in the total weight [29].  
2.2.2 The malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum 
Many researchers study cellular structural composition changes upon pathogenesis. The 
Plasmodium parasites complete a complex life cycle that requires both a vector body (female 
Anopheles mosquito) and a host body [30]. We explored the changes in the Raman spectrum of 




Figure 7: Schematic diagrams of the life cycle of malaria parasites [31] 
The parasite develops in stages (Figure 7). The sporozoite stage is the infectious form 
injected by the mosquito and is concentrated in the s mosquito alivary glands. The sporozoites 
infect the red blood cells to initiate clinical malaria. The cryptozoite is the stage of development 
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before invading the red blood cell [31]. After malaria parasite invasion, the ring stage (1-18 
hours) begins. After 18 hours, the stage is changed into the trophozoite stage (18-28 hours). After 
28 hours the erythrocytes have reached the schizont stage (28-38 hours). When sporozoites are 
carried by the blood to the liver, the schizont stage is developed from the sporozoite [31]. The 
hemoglobin is broken down by the parasite. The hemes groups are released from the protein. They 
are turned into hemozoin by the parasite. The protein chain fragments are changed by the 
formation of hemozoin.[30]. 
2.2.3 Lipids 
Lipids have various structures and biological functions. They form the lipid bilayer that is 
important as a permeability barrier of cells and organelles. The lipids are composed of 
hydrocarbons, fatty acid, phosphate, and so forth [11]. 
 
Figure 8: a model for membrane structure [11]. 
Membrane lipids have a non-polar and polar region. The main function of lipids is to 
provide the structural components of cell membranes. Most lipids are glycerol-base 
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phospholipids [11]. Lipids cannot dissolve in water but lipids can dissolve in organic solvent 
such as chloroform and benzene. Head groups can dissolve (hydrophilic) in water. Head groups 
are polar regions which are favorable to hydrogen bonding. Tail groups are insoluble 
(hydrophobic) in water and are composed of two non-polar hydrocarbons within each lipid[32]. 
 
Figure 9: Schematic lipids head and tail group [33]. 
When bilayer lipids are exposed to water, they can form a two-layered sheet with all tails 
pointing toward the center of the sheet. There is no water in the center of this bilayer. These 
bilayer lipids can undergo phase transitions with change in the temperature and in pressure.  
 
Figure 10: 1, 2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (above) [34] and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (below) [35] 
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Figure 10 shows the structure of DMPC and POPC respectively, though lipids have similar 
constituents, they have different properties due to sub-structures within the molecule. Structural 
isomers have the same number and types of atoms but they have different arrangements of bonds. 
With the torsion angle of 0° the spatial relationship is syn. With the torsion angle of 180° the 
spatial relationship is anti. These conformers rotate around the C-C bond [33]. 
     
Figure 11 : syn (left) and anti (right) [36]. 
With the torsion angle 60°, the spatial relationship is gauche [37]. The most general structures of 
saturated hydrocarbons are staggered conformations. The staggered conformation is very stable. 
The structure origin of the energy barrier is an important feature. This energy barrier is caused by 
stabilizing factors in staggered conformation. The main reason of stabilizing interaction is 
hyperconjugation. Hyperconjuation favors the staggered conformation. There are two staggered 




2.3 Protein structure and function 
2.3.1 Protein structures  
The protein was introduced about 170 years ago. In 1839, Johannes Mulder showed the 
presence of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen in proteins [39]. In 1873, Heinrich Hlasiwetz 
and Josef Habermann found that proteins were composed of smaller units which are called amino 
acids [37]. In 1902, Franz Hofmester found the constituent atoms of peptide bonds in 
polypeptide backbones [37]. Proteins are main components of living organisms. They are 
connected to most cellular processes such as chemical reactions and delivery of cellular 
information. Each protein has an important role in the human body. Amino acids are the main 
building blocks of proteins. Peptides are short polymers of amino acids joined by peptide bonds 
and they can form polypeptides [40]. The peptide bond is a covalent chemical bond which is 
formed between two amino acids. When the amino group of one molecule reacts with the 
carbonyl of another molecule, a dehydration reaction usually occurs between amino acids to 
form an amide bond. The primary structure of a protein is its linear sequence of amino acids [41].  
 
Figure 12: Amino acids structure [42]. 
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The secondary structure is the conformation of the polypeptide chain such as a α-helix, β-
sheets and a random coil. The α-helix is right or left handed coil and a rod like structure. This α-
helix has only one polypeptide chain [41].  
 
Figure 13: A regular α-helix [41]. 
The amino acids are bonded by peptide bonds in polypeptide chains. The main chain is linked 
with carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms via amide bonds. The main chain atoms of the α-helix 
are located on the inside, whereas the R-group side chains are located on the outside. The 
carbonyl (C=O) of each amino acid (i) is bonded to the amide (N-H) of the (i +4) amino acid by 
a hydrogen bond. One end of amino acid chain is the C-terminus with an unbound carboxyl 
group. The dipole moment of the C-terminus is negative. By convention the N-terminus is the 
start of peptide with amine group. The dipole moment of the N-terminus is positive [41].  
β-sheets consist of β strands connected by backbone hydrogen bonds. β-sheets are 




Figure 14: β-sheets ( parallel, anti-parallel) (left) [43]and random coils (right) [44]. 
A random coil is the sequence of amino acids which is randomly oriented. Polar side 
chains are changed into ions at physiological pH [41]. The secondary structure is stabilized with 
hydrogen bonding that is similar to α-helices and β-sheets. The carbonyl oxygen has 2 lone pairs 
of electrons. However, one of them is involved in peptide-peptide hydrogen bonds. Water 
molecules interact with peptide-peptide hydrogen bonds [45]. These interactions are stabilized 
via the conformation of hydrogen bonds. Van der Waals interactions are the weakest interactions 
in protein folding. This interaction can occur with any atom or bond. It is an important for a large 
number of interactions for hydrophobic proteins [42, 46]. A hydrophobic interaction is the most 
significant interaction in proteins. Non-polar solutes are surrounded by water molecules. The 
non-polar solutes cannot dissolve in water via cage structures [47]. Proteins fold to reach 
favorable environments for their side chains. They adopt specific three-dimensional 
conformations which impart unique functions to the molecule. This is the most important process 
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for proteins. Many researchers have been studying the process for a long time. As a better 
understanding of protein folding would provide predictions of a new proteins folds and functions. 
2.3.2 Heme proteins  
Myoglobin and hemoglobin are examples of heme proteins. Myoglobin can be found in 
muscle tissues of almost all mammals. Myoglobin is a globular protein. It consists of 153 amino 
acids per one protoheme. Myoglobin plays an important role in mammalian physiology [48].The 
molecular weight is 16,700 dalton. It contains 75% of α-helical secondary structures. The folding 
of secondary structures in three dimensions forms the tertiary structure of myoglobin. The 
porphyrin has four pyrrole rings. The iron is most important for the biological function of the 
heme group. Iron can bond with free electron pairs of oxygen and nitrogen atoms. The heme iron 
is bound to nitrogen atoms of four pyrrole rings [49]. The iron atom of the heme group is the 
oxygen binding site for hemoglobin and myoglobin. Heme is composed of a porphyrin 
containing a ferrous iron. The ligand binding kinetics is a key marker to probe conformational 
changes of heme containing proteins. For example, the prosthetic group is heme contains a 
central iron atom as the binding site for ligands. Its biological function is O2 storage. Mb has two 
major conformations which are deoxy-Mb without a bound ligated and a lighted state with an 
attached oxygen molecule or another bound ligand such as CO. The prototype reaction of ligand 
binding involves changes along the reaction as well as the conformational coordinates. The 
conformational Gibbs free energy space of a protein shows multiple energy valleys which are 
separated by barriers. The rebinding kinetics has been measured over more than ten decades [50]. 
The bound state sample such as MbCO is photolyzed by a laser flash and subsequent rebinding 
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(Mb+CO→MbCO) is measured. There are two main observations from the ligand binding 
experiment [50]. The rebinding kinetics reveals intermediates and multiple states. The rate 
coefficient for the B→A geminate binding transition is obtained by an Arrhenius equation which 
is KBA= ABA (T/T’) exp (-HBA/RT).where HBA is the activation enthalpy and T’ is an arbitrary 
temperature. The reaction landscape for the binding of CO to Mb is shown in Figure 15 (The 
barriers are sketched along a one-dimensional reaction coordinate) [50]. 
 
Figure 15: Energy landscape of A, B, C, D, DR from CO binding experiments in the conformational 
coordinate (left) and the reaction coordinate (right) Where A is the bound-state of MbCO, and S states 
with the photodissociated CO in the solvent, B, C, and D are different docking sites within the protein, 
and DR is observed when the solvent is allowed to fluctuate [50] 
Hemoglobin is a tetramer which has 4 subunits. Each subunit consists of a protein chain 
similar to myoglobin. Quaternary structure is formed by the arrangement of multiple peptide 
chains [49]. The allosteric interaction between the subunits occurs for the quaternary structure of 
hemoglobin. The alpha-helix structural segments are folded to form a pocket and bind the 
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hemegroup. The chain has a porypherin ring with an iron atom at the center of the heme group 
[49]  
 
Figure 16: Hemoglobin: PDB 1GZX 
The photon excites the molecule from the ground to the higher electronic state. If the 
potential of the upper electronic state is repulsive along the intermolecular coordinate RAB, 
(AB)* dissociates. Thus part of the photon energy of ħω is spent for breaking the A-B bond [51]. 
 
Figure 17: Schematic diagram of photodissociation with a single UV photon and many IR photons [51]. 
At beginning of photodissociation process, oxygen is bound to hemoglobin (HbO2, 
HbCO). The ligand bond is broken by the photon energy (Hb*). Hb* still remains in the 
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hempocket due to the unrelaxed protein tertiary environment. The tertiary environment of the 
heme has not relaxed from the conformation which is adopted for the ligated heme. Oxygen 
moves out of the hemepocket. The iron also moves out of the proximal plane. These relaxations 
facilitate change to the deoxy conformation (Hb) [52].  
(HbO2, HbCO) -> Photon energy -> (Hb*) -> relaxation -> (Hb)  
The heme iron is in the ferrous state(Fe+2) because it is not oxidized to ferric ion (Fe+3) [53]. 
Raman spectroscopy allows one to probe the heme active site in different coordination states 
such as oxygenation, deoxygenation, and photodissiciation [52]. The iron-histidine mode is a 
sensitive marker for heme-protein linkage, and was first observed by Kitagawa in 1979 [54].  
 
Figure 18: Schematic diagrams of the changes that occur upon photodissociation [52]. 
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The vibrational modes of the heme are dependent on its electronic structure and the 
conformation of the heme prosthetic group. The structural changes of protein are influenced by 
the vibrational modes of heme. The iron-histidine mode is sensitive to the crucial iron-protein 
linkage in a heme protein [52]. In this local environment, the linkage between the iron and the 
proximal histidine is related to structural changes in the associated protein. In addition, a 
correlation between the frequency of the iron-proximal histidine stretching motion and various 
parameters of ligand reactivity provides a method to measure the ligand binding kinetics of heme 
proteins using a local structural element (iron-histidine stretch). Therefore, the iron-histidine 
stretching mode is sensitive to the heme vicinity and reactivity [55]. 
2.4 Protein stability  
Proteins are linear polymers of amino acids connected by peptide bonds. The tertiary 
structure which is necessary for biological activity is stabilized by hydrogen bonds. A protein 
fluctuates between equilibrium conformations in its native state [56]. For instance, pressure or 
temperature can break up the native structure. Why is protein unfolding important? Protein must 
fold to achieve native structures that impart biological activity. Incorrect folds typically show 
reduced biological activity. Human proteins synthesized in lower organisms frequently misfold 
and aggregate [41]. For the investigation of pressure effects, it is important to realize that 
proteins have a stability phase diagram in the P-T plane [57]. One of the first consistent 
thermodynamic descriptions of the phase boundary of protein unfolding was developed by 
Hawley [58]. Zipp and Kautzmann determined the pressure-temperature-pH phase diagram of 
myoglobin in 1973 [57].  
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In general, the thermodynamic stability of two dynamic states is given by their difference in 
Gibbs energy  
VdpSdTGd ∆+∆−=∆                                                                                                              (2.4.1) 
STHKRTG ∆−∆=−=∆ ln                                                                                                     (2.4.2) 
where K is a quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium constant. V∆ depends on temperature and 
pressure [59].  
The partial volume V∆ is also same as nativedenatured VV − .  
)exp(
RT
GK ∆−=                                                                                                                        (2.4.3) 
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Here G∆  and )( 0PG∆  are Gibbs free energy of a native and denatured state. , 0P is pressure at 
1bar and 0V∆ is the partial molar volume at 1bar, β∆ is the compressibility. ∆α is the thermal 
expansion coefficient and the heat capacity pC . From the P-T phase diagram, one can determine 
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the thermodynamic stability of globular proteins and G∆ for the proteins [59]. A major 
determinant is the hydrophobic interaction. The phase diagram for protein stability shows an 
elliptic shape in the pressure-temperature phase. There are two regions. The inside of the elliptic 
phase diagram is the native state and the outside is the unfolding or denatured state. The native 
state is stable and ∆V is dependent on pressure and temperature. This diagram is fundamental for 
the protein folding process. The structure of proteins can be changed by pressure and 
temperature [60]. In 1884, Henri Le Chatelier suggested when a system in chemical equilibrium 
is disturbed by a change of temperature, pressure and concentration, the equilibrium position 
shifts in the counteractive direction. Above a critical pressure, the native state will be unstable. A 
recent model shows that water molecules can penetrate into cavities in the native state and cause 
protein-solvent interactions in unfolded states [44]. There are two responses of pressure effects 
which are elastic and conformational effects. The elastic effect causes shifts in the spectra of 
secondary structure residues due to compressibility. The conformational effect is caused by 
changes of conformations of secondary and tertiary structures. These effects are dependent on 
pressure and temperature. The secondary structure changes involve helix to coli transitions. The 
secondary structure changes are protein folding processes.  
The denatured state is located at the negative V∆ and the positive S∆ region. The reason 
is that non-native conformations of proteins such as partially unfolded molecules are more 
reactive. The hydrophobic effect causes protein-protein interactions to be attractive. A way of 
influencing hydrophobic effects manipulate the system pressure to induce ligand-protein 





Figure 19: Schematic representation of the elliptic phase diagram of Zn-cytochrome C [61]. 
For instance, the model peptide poly-glutamic acid (PGA) was first observed in 1973 by 
F. A. Troy [62]. The protein molecules are linear polymers of amino acids connected by peptide 
bonds. For having intrinsic conformational flexibility, active protein has dynamics. Poly-L-
glutamic acid (PGA) has a transition with temperature [13]. The PGA also undergoes the coil-to-
helix transition at variable temperature. The α-helix is typically a right-handed coiled 
conformation. Random coil is a polymer conformation. Raman spectra allow one to determine 





Figure 20: The poly-L-glutamic acid structure [64] 
The molecular displacements for the amide I band (C=O stretch) are shown in Figure 21(below). 
The amide I band is a good marker band for the secondary structures. The secondary structure of 
amide I band contains α -helices, random coils, and β-turns [65].  
 
Figure 21: The amide I band structure [66]. 
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The amide I structure has the backbone N-H group and the backbone C=O group of amino acids. 
A hydrogen bond within the backbone is slightly weak so this bond is very sensitive to 










































3 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
3.1 Experimental setup 
Raman microscopy is emerging as a sensitive tool for studying individual biological cells 
in situ within their culture environment [68]. There are significant advantages of Raman 
microscopy over other single cell techniques. The experimental approach could shift high 
pressure studies of microbial cultures to the in-situ single bacterium cell level. Our setup 
combines a confocal Raman microscope (Jobin-Yvon Lab-Ram HR800) with a micro-capillary 
high-pressure system. A micro-capillary made out of fused silica simultaneously serves as the 
supporting body and the optical window of the pressure cell. It is derived from a design first used 
for fluorescence correlation spectroscopy by Mueller and Gratton [69]. Using either nitrogen gas 
or an inert liquid as the pressurizing medium, the pressure can be continuously varied. The 
advantage of the micro-capillary based high pressure cell is that it allows measurements with 
minuscule amounts of sample and that are well suited (due to the small volumes involved) for 
pressure jump experiments. It is also compatible with high numerical aperture (short working 
distance) microscopes objectives. This setup is a good tool for biological systems where the 




Figure 22: The schematics of High pressure micro-Raman setup and absorption [70]. 
An overview of the setup is shown in Figure 22. We use a variety of lasers such as 
Helium-Neon Laser Ar, and He-Cd lasers. The single monochromator is equipped with a thermo-
electrical cooled back thinned charge-coupled device (CCD) detector. The spatial resolution is 1 
μm-lateral x 2 μm-axial. CCD is the multichannel detector which is used to detect the Raman 
scattered light. The back scattered light is collected from the same confocal microscope 
(Olympus 10x and 50x). The back scattered light is sent through a holographic notch filter and 
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then to a 100 μm pinhole. The great challenge is to combine the Raman microscope and high-
pressure optical measurements. Raman spectra can be acquired from atmospheric pressure to 4 
kbar with our setup.  
We have also added variable temperature capability to the setup. The temperature stage is 
made from an aluminum plate. Two 100 Ω strain gauges are placed on bottom of plate and serve 
as a heater. A platinum resistance thermometer (Pt 100) is placed in the plate. The temperature is 
measured to an accuracy of ± 0.5 K with a Pt 100 resistance thermometer. The thermal setup 
allows measurements for temperature range from 25 to 60 ºC. When we do the temperature 
dependant experiment, we fix with copper tape on two ends of micro-capillary as a heat 
insulation.  
Another extension of the setup is absorption microscopy. Adding a white light source 
setup enables optical absorption experiments in transmission at variable pressure [92].  
 




High pressure is generated by a liquid-medium pressure pump. The output of the pump is 
connected to the microscope stage with high pressure tubing. The tubing in turn is connected to 
the micro-capillary which loaded the solution of the (bio)-sample to be analyzed. Commercial 
high pressure connectors and flexible high pressure steel tubing, purchased from High Pressure 
Equipment Co., are used to join the pieces together. The silica micro-capillary is glued to a brass 
fitting. The brass piece is connected to the high pressure cell. In our experiments, using a two-
component epoxy that can be heat cured for higher strength, we have achieved sustainable 
pressures of up to 5 kbar. Using a high pressure generator, we can generate elevated pressures 
(up to 4 kbar).  
 
 
Figure 24: The images of optical window under confocal microscope object (Olympus 10x) (left) and 
camera view (right). 
Figure 24 shows optical window of the micro-capillary under the upright microscope.  
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3.2 Preparation of the micro-capillary 
The micro-capillary technique poses several challenges. The first is in the joint between 
the micro-capillary and the brass piece. The second challenge is in sealing the end of the 
capillary. We generated over 2-4 kbar. The capillary should not break during the experiment. 
Both challenges should be dealt with care and caution. The harder challenge was to glue micro-
capillary into brass tubing. The reason is that typical joint parts are easy to leak and break at high 
pressure. In contrast, the two component epoxy glue gave a reproducible strong joint.  
 
Figure 25: A flexible square fused silica capillary. 
The capillaries come from the manufacturer with a polyimide coating that surrounds the micro-
capillary. The outer diameter is 350 μm and the inner diameter is 75 μm. We cleave the micro-
capillary with the cleaving stone (Polymicro). We hold the capillary and then cleave at a 30˚ 
angle with a micro-capillary. We chose square micro-capillary for better optical measurement. 
The silica micro-capillary is glued to a brass piece using a two component epoxy, which can be 
connected to output tube of the pressure pump. The pressure generator is hydrostatic pump 
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which is directly linked to a micro-capillary cell. To access the sample inside the capillary, an 
optical window is required before loading the sample. We burn the coating of micro-capillary 
with a matchstick and then remove it with ethanol to get the optical window. We slowly remove 
it. The fused silica capillary was so brittle that it would easily break when attempting to remove 
the polyimide. The capillary part is made of brass tubing and micro-capillary. The brass tubing is 
cut about 2 inches and then the end is cut into a cone shape and we drilled the hole through brass 
tubing. This capillary part is connected with a high pressure generator. The performance of this 
part will depend on the quality of the epoxy joint where the micro-capillary is glued to the 2 inch 
brass tubing. Figure 26 shows micro-capillary and brass tubing.  
 
Figure 26: Micro-capillary and brass tubing. 
When the sample is ready to be loaded into the capillary small suction is used to load the 
sample into the micro-capillary. We measured a Raman spectrum of the sample at ambient 
pressure. We check the characteristic peaks to confirm the sample’s condition before sealing the 
end of the micro-capillary. Then we seal the end of it. The other difficulty was in sealing the end 
of the micro-capillary. The micro-capillary is sensitive to temperature. If the temperature of the 
torch flame is too high, it will cause bubbles. If the temperature is too low, then the ends do not 
seal properly. We found the right temperature and a tool. We use an oxygen and MAPP gas torch 
to melt the silica tube. The melting point of silica is about 3000°F. We need to use inner flame of 
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the torch (about 3000°F). We need to transmit the heat slowly and uniformly all around the silica 
tube. After the sample has been prepared, we focus on the sample through the optical viewing 
system and can also obtain the Raman spectra. High pressure (0-4 kbar) is generated with a hand 
driven pump and transmitted hydrostatically through a fluid to the sample. An inert liquid (3M 
Fluorinert: FC-84) is used as the pressurizing medium.  
3.3 Sample preparations 
Model peptide 
Poly-L-glutamic acid was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. and was used without further 
purification. 0.2M PGA was dissolved at D2O potassium phosphate buffer at pD 5.3 for our 
pressure-temperature experiments. 
Lipids 
1, 2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids 
and was used without further purification. 0.15 MDMPC was dissolved at potassium phosphate 
buffer at pH 7. 
Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) was also purchased from Avanti Polar 
Lipids and was used without further purification. 0.15 MDMPC was dissolved at potassium 
phosphate buffer at pH 7. 
Erythrocytes 
Erythrocytes were obtained from Dr. Debopam Chakrabarti’s lab at UCF. Freshly drawn blood is 
collected over an anticoagulant. The blood is mixed with an isotonic salt solution and 
erythrocytes are washed by centrifugation several times Whole blood is washed in incomplete 
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RPMI to remove unnecessary components and RBCs are resuspended in complete RPMI-1640 to 
50% (2% Dextrose, 15mg/L Hypoxanthine, 0.2% Sodium Bicarbonate, 25mM HEPES, 25ug/ml 
gentamycin). We diluted by a factor of 40 with Phosphate buffered saline. 
Erythrocytes infected with malaria parasite 
The malaria parasite red blood cells with Plasmodium falciparum were prepared by Dr. 
Debopam Chakrabarti’s group at UCF[71]. Red blood cells were prepared in RPMI at pH 7.4 
and PBS buffer at pH 7.3. Parasites are maintained in human A+ erythrocytes at 5% hematocrit 
in complete RPMI-1640 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 0.5% Albumax (Gibco). Cultures are 
split every other day to maintain a parasitemia of 2-5%, as monitored by Geimsa stained smears, 
and freshly washed RBCs are added. Whole blood is washed in incomplete RPMI to remove 
unnecessary components and RBCs are resuspended in complete RPMI-1640 to 50% (2% 
Dextrose, 15mg/L Hypoxanthine, 0.2% Sodium Bicarbonate, 25mM HEPES, 25ug/ml 
gentamycin). Parasites were synchronized on a MACs LD Separation Columns (Miltenyi Biotec) 
in late trophozoite stage. Columns were placed on a magnetic stand and equilibrated with 5ml of 
complete media. Parasite cultures were pelleted and resuspended in 5 ml fresh media and applied 
to the column. Flow through containing uninfected RBCs, ring and early trophozoite stage 
parasites was discarded; late trophozoites remained bound to the column. The column was then 
washed with 5ml of complete media. The column was removed from the magnetic stand and 
parasites were eluted with 5ml complete media.  Freshly washed erythrocytes were added to the 
synchronized culture to obtain 4% hematocrit. The following day Geimsa stained smears of the 





Hemoglobin was prepared from fresh red blood cells by Dr. Debopam Chakrabarti’s group at 
UCF. Whole blood cells were aliquoted and allowed to gravity sedimen of gravity sedimented. 
RBCs (5mL) were washed three-times in 20 mls of DPBS (Invitrogen). The blood cells were 
centrifuged at 2700 rpm (Beckman Allegra R, GH-3.8 rotor). The blood cells lysed in 25ml 3.75 
mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2 on ice for 1hr. Cell membranes were pelleted at 3750 rpm, 
30 minutes, 4OC. Supernatant was removed and transferred to a new tube. Samples (1mL) were 
then placed in a microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged at 10K x g for 2 min at 4OC to pellet out 
RBC ghosts. The supernatant from this centrifugation was removed and used for experimentation. 
The hemoglobin concentration and ligation state are determined from UV-Vis absorption 
spectra. 
 
Figure 27: Absorption spectra of isolated hemoglobin in 1 cm cuvette (UV-Cary 500i). 
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A hemoglobin absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 27. The absorbance is given by Beer’s 
law. 
clDO ε=.  
ε  is the molar extinction coefficient of the solute at the wavelength of measurement. c is the 
molarity of the solute, and l is the optical path length. The spectrum is given with absorbance of 
0.76 O.D at the maximum of the Soret peak.ε  is 133 mM-1cm-1. We calculated the concentration 
from Beer’s law. The concentration is 8.8 mM per heme. Therefore, the molarity of the Hb solute 
is 2.2 mM. The path length is 1 cm (Hb stock solution 7 μl in 3000 ml (tris buffer).  
Yeast cells 
Yeast cells for the imaging experiments were prepared by Dr. Iain Peters. (Nova Pro Inc). 
Baker’s yeast cells (Saccharomyces cerevisae) were grown from a fresh single colony picked 
from a YTD plate (YTD solid media composition per liter is 5 g yeast extract, 10 g Bacto 
tryptone, 10 g Bacto agar plus 20 g dextrose, autoclaved separately as a concentrated stock).  The 
single colony inoculum was added to 5 ml of NutD liquid culture medium (composition per liter: 
20 g of Bacto Nutrient Broth, which is equivalent to 7.5 g of beef extract and 12.5 g of peptone, 
plus 14 g dextrose, autoclaved separately) in a 16 x 150 mm glass tube and grown with shaking 
(~220 rpm) at about 30 degrees C for 13 hours. The optical density (1.06 (600 nm)) is to say the 
cells were in late log stage of growth. The yeast cells were pelleted from 1.5 ml of culture 
(13,000 x g for 30 sec) and resuspended in 0.4 ml of fresh culture medium (to provide contrast 
for visualization). Unconcentrated aliquots of the culture(s) were transported from Melbourne to 





4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Characterization of the high pressure setup 
The high pressure setup described in the previous section enables measurements at 
variable pressure over the range from 0.1 to 400 MPa. The performance of the cell was evaluated 
by measuring the Raman spectrum of carbon tetrachloride at variable pressure. We calibrated the 
spectrometer by using Raman shifts of a standard (naphthalene). In addition, we used a spectral 
lamp for wavelength calibration.  
 
Figure 28: Raman spectra of CCl4 at 0.1 MPa (left) and 200 MPa in the low frequency region. The peak 
frequencies of the bands shift with variable pressure for CCl4 (right) [72]. 
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Figure 28 shows Raman spectra of CCl4 at 0.1 MPa and 200 MPa. We observed the totally 
symmetric mode of CCl4 near 459 cm-1 and it’s splitting due to the different CCl4 isotopes. To 
resolve the splitting, a spectral resolution of 1.5 cm-1 is required. The second graph shows 
frequency shifts of CCl4 vibrations with elevated pressures. The peak shifts of v4 and v2 are about 
1 cm-1. Up triangles represent increasing pressures and down triangles represent decreasing 
pressures. The frequency shifts with pressure are reversible and may be attributed to changes in 
the intermolecular interactions [73].  
 
Figure 29: Spontaneous Raman spectra of 0.15 M DMPC in buffer (pH 7) solution at variable pressure at 
50°C.  
Lipid functions as an important building block of cell membranes. Most lipids are 
glycerol-based phospholipids [29]. We investigated the Raman spectra of 0.15 M dimyristoyl 
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phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) at variable pressure. We obtained the spectra in the fingerprint 
region of 1000 to1600 cm-1. In particular, the C-C stretching modes are observed at 1127, 1080 
and 1062 cm-1 due to glycerol. With the torsion angle of 180° the spatial relationship is anti. 
With the torsion angle of 60° the spatial relationship is gauche [33]. The gauche band is at 1080 
cm-1 and anti bands are at 1127 and 1062 cm-1. The frequencies of 1000 to 1200 cm-1 are 
sensitive to the hydrocarbon chains [74]. The C-C stretching bands are associated with the anti 
chain segments in glycerol side chain [75]. Figure 29 shows Raman spectra of 0.15 M DMPC in 
buffer (pH 7) solution at variable pressure at 50°C. The relative intensities were changed with 
increasing pressure from the Figure 31. With increasing pressure, Igauche/Ianti decreases from 1.10 
to 1.00. Conformers change from gauche and anti due to chain–chain interactions [12].  
 
Figure 30: Anti mode at 1062 cm-1 (left) and anti mode at 1127 cm-1 (rights) shifts of the C-C stretch 
mode in 0.15 M DMPC in buffer (pH 7) solution with variable pressure. 
The peak shifts from 1127.2 to 1128.8 cm
-1 and from 1062.3 to 1064.9 cm
-1
 at variable pressure. 
These Anti bands shift to higher frequency with pressure. The chain conformations were affected 
by increasing pressure as seen in the c-c stretching vibrations [76]. The gauche peak frequencies 




Figure 31: Spontaneous Raman spectra of 0.15 M DMPC in buffer (pH 7) solution at variable temperature 
with 5 mW power at the sample. Data acquisition time: 100 seconds. 
Figure 31 shows the relative intensity changes with increasing temperature. We calculate the 
ratio of relative intensity between gauche and anti. With increasing temperature, Igauche/Ianti 
increases from 1.00 to 1.06. The conformer changes occur from anti to gauche due to chain–
chain interactions [12]. 
 
Figure 32: Anti mode (left) and gauche mode (right) shifts of the C-C stretch mode in 0.15 M DMPC in 
buffer (pH 7) solution with variable temperature. 
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These anti bands shift to higher frequency at variable temperature. The temperature dependent 
shifts are smaller than the pressure dependent shifts and the C-C stretch mode is more sensitive 
to pressure. 
 
Figure 33: Spontaneous Raman spectra of 0.15 M DMPC (left) and POPC (right) in buffer (pH 7) 
solution measured in a fused silica micro-capillary at variable temperature. 
 
Figure 34: Shifts of the CH2 stretch mode in 0.15 M DMPC (left) and 0.15 M POPC (right) in buffer (pH 
7) solution with variable temperature 
We also investigated the CH stretching region. The carbon hydrogen stretching vibrations give 
rise to the CH2 anti-symmetric stretching mode at 2883 cm−1 and the CH2 symmetric stretching 
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mode at 2853 cm−1 [68]. With increasing temperature, the frequency of the symmetric CH2 shifts 
higher frequencies overall by 4 cm−1 for DMPC. With increasing temperature, the frequency of 
the symmetric CH2  shifts to higher frequency overall by 2 cm−1 for POPC. 
We probed the relative intensities between anti-symmetric stretching of CH2 group (2883 
cm-1) and symmetric stretching CH3 group (2935 cm-1) at variable temperatures.  
Table 2: I(CH3)/I(CH2) of DMPC at variable temperature. 
Temperature 
[C°] Relative intensity of CH2 Relative intensity of CH3 I(CH3)/I(CH2)  
26 3923 1849 0.47 
30 2510 1811 0.72 
35 1823 1346 0.73 
40 1759 1318 0.74 
45 1438 1114 0.77 
50 1115 889 0.79 
 
 
With increasing temperature, the ratio of relative intensities between CH3 and CH2 stretching 
increase for DMPC. The chain conformation changes occur from CH3 to CH2 stretching. 
Table 3: I(CH3)/I(CH2) of POPC at different temperature. 
Temperature 
[C°] Relative intensity of CH2 Relative intensity of CH3 I(CH3)/I(CH2)  
26 734 537 0.73 
35 683 494 0.77 
40 781 641 0.82 
45 562 467 0.83 





With increasing temperature, the ratio of intensities [I(CH3)/I(CH2)] between CH3 and 
CH2 increases for POPC. Temperature causes the chain conformation changes from CH3 to CH2. 
DMPC has bigger changes of chain conformation ratio than POPC. The thermally reorientational 
mobility of the phospholipids chains causes the induced disordering of lipids [12, 77]. With 
increasing temperature, the CH3 has more conformational mobility than CH2 due to CH3 having 
less stability [77]. The changes indicate the mobility of the methyl (CH3) chain terminal group 
[12].  
4.2 Conformational changes of poly-L-glutamic acid with pressure 
Poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA) is of interest as a model system for poly-peptides. Poly-L-
glutamic acid undergoes a coil-to-helix transition as a function of temperature [63]. Raman 
spectra allow us to determine the secondary structure changes. The vibrational bands are 
sensitive to secondary structures changes such as α- helices, β-sheets and random coils 
interconversions. Experimentally, we characterized pressure effects on secondary structures. We 
used deuterated water (D2O) instead of H2O for our experiment to avoid the interference of the 
strong water band at 1640 cm−1 with the Raman signal from the peptide. We prepared 0.2 M 
PGA in D2O potassium phosphate buffer (pD 5.4) solution. In our experiments, the pD of 




Figure 35: A CD measurement of 0.2 M PGA in D2O (left) and standard curves (200 µl of solution 
containing 1 mg/ml protein) (right) [78]. 
To determine the secondary structure of the PGA sample at ambient pressure, we 
measured circular dichroism (CD) spectra of our sample. The reason is that circular dichorism is 
a tool to characterize protein secondary structures through the polarization of electromagnetic 
radiation. Circular dichroism measures differences in the absorption of left-handed polarized 
light versus right-handed polarized light which arise due to structural asymmetry [79]. The CD 
spectrum of the α-helical conformations shows ellipticity in the lower wavelength range (Figure 
35). The CD spectrum of the random coil conformation shows ellipticity at the higher 
wavelength range (Figure 35). The abundance of the random coil conformation is consistent with 
both the ambient pressure results of Ashton et al [63] and our Raman spectra measured at 
ambient pressure. We investigated pressure effects on the Raman spectrum of poly-glutamic acid 




Figure 36: Raman spectra of PGA solution at elevated pressure at 632.81 nm (HeNe). 
Figure 36 shows the Raman spectra of PGA solution at variable pressure. The excitation source 
was a HeNe laser (632.81 nm). Data acquisition time was 100 seconds. Resolution was 1.5 cm-1 
(600 gr/mm grating). Raman spectra were obtained in the fingerprint region (800-1800 cm-1). 
The frequencies of 1250 – 1350 cm-1 are amide III modes [52]. The frequency of 1400 cm-1 is 
the C-H stretch mode [52]. The frequency of 1450 cm-1 represents to the amide II mode [52]. As 
a reference, we measured the pressure dependence of the Raman spectrum of the D2O buffer 
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solution with high pressure. The most pronounced frequency changes are observed at near 1650 
cm-1 (near the amide I band region). 
 
Figure 37: Raman spectra of the PGA solution at elevated pressure at 488 nm (Ar). 
Figure 37 shows Raman spectra of the PGA solution at elevated pressure. Data acquisition time 
was 100 seconds. Resolution was 1.5 cm-1 (600 gr/mm grating). Excitation from an Ar ion laser 
(488 nm) was used to characterize PGA. There are no significant differences in the Raman 
spectra obtained at the two excitation wavelengths. Raman spectra were obtained in the 
fingerprint region (800-1800 cm-1). The shifts in peak position with pressure are observed in the 
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both cases. The frequencies of 1250–1350 cm-1 were assigned to the amide III modes [52]. The 
frequency of 1400 cm-1 was assigned to the C-H stretch mode [52]. The frequency of 1450 cm-1 
corresponds to the amide II mode [52]. As a reference, we measured the pressure dependence of 
the Raman spectrum of the D2O buffer solution with high pressure. The frequency changes are 
observed at 1650 cm-1 (near the amide I band region) with pressure. 
 
Figure 38: Curve fitted in the peak region to locate the maximum. (Excitation 632.81 mn at 193 MPa). 
To illustrate the exact peak position we fit of a Gaussian line shape to the Amide I band. An 
example is shown in Figure 38. Using the Origin software package, we fitted it with a Gaussian 
line shape. In this way, we determined the frequency of amide I peak for each spectrum from low 




Figure 39: The frequency shifts at variable pressure for PGA at 632.81 nm (above) and 488 nm (below). 
The shifts of the Amide I peak frequency with pressure are shown in Figure 39. The graph shows 
the shifts at variable pressure. We found that the frequency of the α-helix at 1647 cm-1 and the 
frequency of the random coil at 1659 cm-1 at variable pressure. This is consistent with the 
ambient pressure results of Song et al [80],[81]. They observed the frequency of the α-helix of 
PGA at 1648 cm-1. They observed the frequency of the random coil of PGA at 1664 cm-1. With 
increasing pressure, amide I peak frequency shifts from low to high frequency. Figure 40 shows 
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the deconvolution of the Amide I band in poly-L-glutamic acid with three Gaussian line shapes. 
Using the Origin software package, the data was fitted to determine the population band of amide 
I for each spectrum from low to high pressure. 
 
Figure 40: Deconvolution of the amide I band peak of poly-L-glutamic acid at 0.1 MPa (632.81 nm) (left) 
and at 344MPa (632.81 nm) (right) 
Pressure dependent population changes between the α-helix and random coil structures are 
shown in Figure 40. The amide I band for poly-L-glutamic acid is known to contain α-helix, 
random coil, and β-turns [54]. The deconvolution of the amide I band shows three components 
due to a random coil, α-helix, and β-turns. We calculated band areas for each population at 
variable pressure. Specifically, the band area of β-turns is almost constant.  
The experimental results can be explained in simple two-state model. In a simplified 
model, the polypeptide can occupy two conformational states, 0 and 1 as sketched in Figure 41. 
Here are two conformations compared to the α-helix, and random coil. The equilibrium constant 








Figure 41: Conformational coordinate illustrated for a single barrier [82]. 











          
(4.2.1) 
where K is the equilibrium constant and between coil and helix conformational states  
VdPSdTGd ∆+∆−=∆                                                                                                           (4.2.2) 






            
(4.2.3) 
Equation 4.2.3 plug into the equilibrium constant with Gibbs free energy  



















                    (4.2.5) 
∆V depends on temperature and pressure. From the spectral bands we determine the area. The 
calculated (Area of coil/Area of helix) and the logarithm of (Area of coil/Area of helix) at 
different pressure are tabulated below We found that contribution areas of β-turns do not 
essentially changes. The area of the α-helix and random coil structures was used as these 
populations were sensitive to pressure changes. 
Table 4: Natural logarithm of Area of coil/Area of helix at different pressure. 
Pressure(MPa) Area of coil/Area of helix Ln (Area of coil/Area of helix) 
0.1 1.93 0.66 
41 1.68 0.52 
82 1.63 0.49 
124 1.53 0.43 
165 1.46 0.38 
206 1.38 0.32 
248 1.33 0.29 
289 1.29 0.25 
344 1.27 0.24 
 
 



















       
(4.2.6) 
R and T are gas constant and temperature. CoilA  and HelixA  are integrated intensity of the coil and 










AA HelixCoil )/ln( . Figure 42 shows a broad transition. The shape of the transition resembles a 
sigmoidal curve as seen by the data points at the higher pressure. We determine the slope of 
straight line through the data points with a linear fit. From the slope, we can calculate the partial 
volume which turns out to be +3.27 cm3/mol. This result is in agreement with a report by 












ARTG ln           (4.2.7) 
The Gibbs free energy depends on the equilibrium constant. Under 344 MPa, Helix
Coil
A
A  is smaller 
than 1and G∆  is smaller than 0. Using the above equations we can derive the area. The 
calculated values of G∆  are tabulated below: 
Table 5: ΔG at variable pressure. 












In a recent publication [70], T. Takekiyo and Y. Yoshimura reported the pressure 
dependence of the relative intensities changes of α-helices and random coils by FTIR. They 




Figure 43: Spectra of PGA at variable temperature (left) and shifts of amide I band at variable (at 165 
MPa) (right) 
Figure 43 shows Raman spectra of PGA solution at variable temperature. The frequencies of 
1250–1350 cm-1 were assigned to the amide III mode [52]. The frequency of 1400 cm-1 is C-H 
stretch mode [52]. The frequency of 1450 cm-1 was assigned the amide II mode [52]. As a 
reference, we measured the pressure dependence of the Raman spectrum of the D2O buffer 
solution with high pressure. Frequency shifts of the maximum peak of amide I band with 
elevated pressures are shown in Figure 43. Temperature dependent shifts are smaller than 
pressure related dependencies. The population ratio between the random coil and the α-helix 
decreases with increasing pressure. 
4.3 Micro-Raman spectroscopy of single erythrocytes 
Erythrocytes are soft and flexible and are remarkably deformable due to dynamic 
coupling between the phospholipids’ bilayer and the spectrin network [84]. The deformability is 
an important physiological factor that facilitates the delivery of oxygen to tissues [84]. We 
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investigated the compositional and structural information of the single living cell using 
vibrational signatures of molecules. The assignment of Raman bands are known from previous 
studies. The modes near 1500–1650 cm-1 are the spin state marker bands. The frequencies of 
1450–1300 cm-1 correspond to pyrrole breathing modes. The bands of 1300–1200 cm-1 
correspond to methine C-H deformations [85]. We measured the Raman of red blood cells. A 




Figure 44: The view of single red blood cell in a micro-capillary (above) and on a cover slip (below) 
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Figure 44 shows images of single red blood cells in a micro-capillary and on a cover slip. 
Figure 45 shows the Raman spectra of single erythrocytes in PBS (pH 7.36) in a capillary 
at various times with laser illuminations. For the first spectrum, the data acquisition time is 1 
second. Raman spectrum is obtained with the HeNe laser (633 nm). We measured the spectra at 
different exposure times (1 second, 10 second, and 30 second).  
 
Figure 45: Raman spectra of a single red blood cell in PBS (pH 7.36) in a micro-capillary at variable time 
with a HeNe laser 
The spectrum is dominated by heme vibrations of hemoglobin in the erythrocyte [85]. 
The peak at 787 cm-1 is assigned to the pyrrole breathing mode. This mode represents 
oxygenated and deoxygenated states. The split peaks at 978 cm-1 and 996 cm-1 were assigned to 
an asymmetric pyrrole deformation mode in a C-C stretching vibration. The peak at 1172 cm-1 
was assigned to a half-ring stretching mode. The regions at 1300-1400 cm-1 include three modes 
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of pyrrole ring stretching [85]. At the beginning, the spectrum is indicative of a healthy cell. 
Figure 45 shows from split peaks (1640 cm-1, 1620 cm-1) merge to a single peak (1630 cm-1). 
The peak intensity at 1225 cm-1 decreases. The peak at 1225 cm-1 clearly splits into two peaks 
(1248 cm-1, 1224 cm-1). Under extended illumination by the laser beam, the Raman spectrum 
changes, and results in broadening of the peaks and a reduction of intensities in the spin marker 
band (1600-1700 cm-1). 
 
Figure 46: Raman spectra of a single red blood cell in PBS buffer (pH 7.36) on cover slip at variable time 
with a HeNe laser. 
The peak at 787 cm-1 was assigned to the pyrrole breathing mode and represents 
oxygenated and deoxygenated states. The split peaks at 978 cm-1 and 996 cm-1 were assigned to 
an asymmetric pyrrole deformation mode and a C-C stretching vibration. The peak at 1172 cm-1 
was assigned to a half-ring stretching mode. The regions at 1300-1400 cm-1 include pyrrole ring 
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stretching modes [85]. The overall features of the spectra are similar with acquirement in band 
positions and intensities observed between the suspension and cover slip (Figure 45 and 46). 
With extended laser illuminations, changes in the Raman spectra occur. Figure 45 and 46 show 
the split peaks (1640 cm-1, 1620 cm-1) merge to a single peak (1630 cm-1). The peak intensity at 
1225 cm-1 decreases. The peak at 1225 cm-1 clearly splits into two peaks (1248 cm-1, 1224 cm-1). 
The spectra became broad and reduced peak intensities in 1600-1700 cm-1 range were observed 
due to the photodissociation.  
4.4 Micro-Raman of erythrocytes infected with malaria parasite Plasmodium 
falciparum 
Raman spectroscopy allowed us to probe changes to the hemoglobin induced by the 
malaria parasite. We investigated the influence of infection by the malaria parasite Plasmodium 
falciparum on the Raman spectrum. The results are discussed with respect to recent literature [85, 
86]. We used RPMI 1640 media (pH 7.4) instead of phosphate buffered saline buffer (pH. 7.4). 
 
Figure 47: Raman spectrum of a healthy red blood cell and a red blood cell infected with malaria 
(trophozoites) in RPMI 1640 (pH 7.4) at ambient pressure, Data acquisition time: 1 second 
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Figure 47 shows the Raman spectra of a red blood cell infected with Plasmodium falciparum 
and healthy cells. Figure 47 shows that the split peaks (1639 cm-1, 1619 cm-1) merge to a single 
peak at 1628 cm-1. The two split peaks (1640 cm-1, 1620 cm-1) merge to one single peak (1630 
cm-1). There are clear differences between the red blood cell infected with Plasmodium 
falciparum and the healthy cells.  
Table 6 shows the Raman band assignments of healthy red blood cells.  
Table 6:The Raman assignments of a healthy red blood cells with the assignment of an oxygenated and 
deoxygenated red blood cell [85]. 
Healthy RBC Oxy Deoxy Assignments 
in Capillary (Wood et al.) (Wood et al.)  
1639 1638 Absent ν1 0  
1619 1618 Absent ν( C = C)vinyl 
1604 1604 1608 ν19 
1584 1581 1585 ν37 
1565 1565 Absent ν2 
1546 1546 1544 ν11 
1429 1428 1426 ν28 
1399 1398 1398 ν20 
1368 1367 1365 ν4 
1341 1342 1340 ν41 
1308 1306 1306 ν21 
1249 1249 Absent ν13 
1223 1226 1223 ν42 
1171 1172 1171 ν30 
1127 1129 1123 ν22 
1092 1090 1084 ν23 
995 996          996 ν47 
977 978          972 ν46 
792 787          790 ν6 
755 753         752 ν15 




Table 6 shows the Raman band assignments of an oxygenated and deoxygenated state of 
healthy red blood cells. Assignments of a deoxygenated state of healthy red blood cells show 
the absence of certain peaks. Those peaks are oxidation marker bands and appear at 1639 cm-1, 
1619 cm-1 and 1565 cm-1 [85].Table 6 indicates that hemoglobin was in the oxygenated state.  
Table 7 shows Raman band assignments of infected red blood cells.  
Table 7: The Raman assignment of an infected red blood cell discerning oxygenated red blood cells and 
the hemozoin [85, 86]. 
Infected RBC Oxy Hemozoin Assignment
 in Capillary (trophozoites) (Wood et al.) (Wood et al.)  
1628 1638 1623 ν1 0  
- 1618             - ν( C = C)vinyl 
- 1604             - ν19 
- 1581             - ν37 
1569 1565 1570 ν2 
1549 1546 1552 ν11 
1429 1428 - ν28 
1397 1398              - ν20 
1376 1367 1376 ν4 
1339 1342 - ν41 
1301 1306 - ν21 
1249 1249  - ν13 
1237 1226 1238 ν42 
1169 1172 - ν30 
1120 1129 - ν22 
1091 1090 - ν23 
998 996         - ν47 
974 978        972 ν46 
792 787         - ν6 
752 753        751 ν15 





Table 7 shows the Raman bands of erythrocytes infected with malaria parasites. These 
bands at 1628 cm-1, and 1565 cm-1are associated with the formation of hemozoin. Hemozoin 
shows a band with a 5-coordinate high spin heme complex with strong bands at 1623 cm-1 and 
1569 cm-1 [86]. During the life cycle of malaria parasites, Plasmodium falciparum degrades up 
to 80% of the host cell hemoglobin [87]. Heme is also released upon dissimilation of 
hemoglobin, and is separated from hemozoin [88]. Hemozoin is very similar to the synthetic 
analogue β-haematin and is an array of dimers linked with reciprocal iron-carboxylate bonds. 
Hemoglobin is degraded inside the digestive vacuole of the parasite into toxic free heme and 
denatured globins. Hemoglobin is turned into hemozoin by the parasite. The protein chain 
fragments are changed by the formation of hemozoin [89].  
Wood and McNaughton [85] reported the Raman spectra for oxygenated and 
deoxygenated hemoglobin contained within single red blood cell in vivo using excitation 
wavelengths of 488, 514, 568 and 632.8 nm. Characteristic bands of the oxygenated hemoglobin 
spectra appear in the 1,350-1,400 cm-1 region. The oxidation state marker bands (ν4) at 1364-
1366 cm-1 are invariant within this domain. Especially, the oxidation maker band is observed at 
1376 cm-1. This is consistent with earlier studies on Hb solutions at 488 nm excitation. With 514 
nm excitation, two bands appeared at 1372 and 1356 cm-1 in the oxygenated state. With 632.8 
nm excitation, bands of ν4 appeared at 1367 cm-1 in the oxygenated state. The 632.8 nm 
excitation dramatically enhanced the oxidation maker bands compared with other excitations. 
The Raman scattering enhancement observed at 632.8 nm may result from excitonic coupling 
between aligned porphyrins due to the proximity of heme moieties [85].  
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However, Raman spectra of the RBCs of the individual stages of the parasite 
multiplication cycle have not been reported previously. We investigated the parasite 
multiplication cycle in the following studies. The Raman spectra of the infected cells indicated 
different degrees of hemoglobin degradation that can be correlated with the stages of the parasite 
multiplication cycle. 
 
Figure 48: Raman spectra of the malaria parasite multiplication cycle of a single red blood cell in PBS 
buffer (pH 7.36) in a micro-capillary. 
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Figure 48 shows from three split peaks (1640 cm-1, 1620 cm-1 and 1610 cm-1) merge to a 
single peak (1630 cm-1). Figure 48 shows a single peak (1546 cm-1) splits into two peaks (1549 
cm-1, 1568 cm-1). The split peak intensities decrease. In these experiments, we measured the 
Raman spectra of the each stages of the parasite multiplication cycle.  
Table 8: Key Raman frequencies (cm-1) and descriptions of intensities for the malaria parasite 
multiplication cycle of a single red blood cell. 
Parasite stage Key Raman frequencies (cm-1) and descriptions of intensities  
Ring 
The same intensity of three peaks (1640 cm-1, 1620 cm-1  and 1610 
cm-1) 
Trophozoite 
The split three peaks (1640 cm-1, 1620 cm-1 and 1610 cm-1) 
merge into one single peak (1630 cm-1).  
The single peak intensity increases 
Schizont 
The intensity of single peak (1630 cm-1) increases  
as large as the intensities of split peaks(1549 cm-1, 1568 cm-1) 
 
 
The excitation wavelength was 633 nm. After malaria parasite invasion, the ring stage (1-
18 hours) begins. After 18 hours, the stage is changed into the trophozoite stage (18-28 hours). 
After 28 hours the erythrocytes have reached the schizont stage (28-38 hours). The spectra show 
the three modes of pyrrole ring stretching (1300-1400 cm-1) [85]. However, intensities of pyrrole 
ring modes are different. Especially, different aspects are shown in the spin state marker band 
(1500 -1650 cm-1) [85]. The split three peaks (1640 cm-1, 1620 cm-1 and 1610 cm-1) are merged 
into one single peak (1630 cm-1). The single peak intensity increased as well. The peak at 1565 
cm-1 is split into two peaks. The intensity decreased. In 1200-1300 cm-1, most peaks are constant. 
The peak at 1225 cm-1 is reduced and clearly split into two peaks (1248 cm-1, 1224 cm-1). The 
three stages of the infected red blood cell show significant changes in the spin state marker band 
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(1500-1650 cm-1) [85]. For example, two peaks (1640 cm-1, 1620 cm-1) are merged into a single 
peak (1630 cm-1) during parasite multiplication cycle due to degradation of hemoglobin. The 
hemoglobin is broken down by the parasite. The hemes are released from the protein and they are 
turned into hemozoin by the parasite. The heme proteins are changed due to the formation of 
hemozoin [88]. These changes affect the vibrational modes, and they are observed as spectral 
changes.  
4.5 High pressure Raman spectroscopy of single cells  
We investigate the stability of hemoglobin by analysis of Raman measurements of 
individual erythrocytes at variable pressure. Erythrocytes were measured in a micro-capillary 
high pressure cell. 
 
Figure 49: Raman spectra of a single red blood cell in RPMI (pH 7.4) at variable pressure. 
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We measured a single red blood cell in RPMI 1640 (pH 7.4) at variable pressure. The Raman 
spectra are shown in Figure 49. Data acquisition time is 1 second. The vibrational bands are 
indicative of hemoglobin in the cell. They can be grouped into the following regions. The spin 
state marker band is found in the region between 1500 and 1650 cm-1. The pyrrole breathing 
band is found in the region between 1450 and 1300 cm-1. The methine C-H deformation band is 
found in the region between 1300 and 1200 cm-1 [85]. The spectra show clearly two peaks at 
1548 cm-1and at 1565 cm-1. The spectra represent the oxygenated state due to the oxidation 
maker band at 1224 cm-1. We checked the spectra of the empty micro-capillary for ensuring non-
interference in the Raman spectrum. The heme vibrational frequency change is less than 1 cm-1 
over pressure of 150 MPa. There are no mode shifts due to radical perturbation of the porphyrin 
structure at variable pressures. In short, the oxidation state is not changed by pressure and the 
porphyrin structure is very rigid.  
4.6 Iron-histidine mode of hemoglobin in single erythrocytes  
The iron-histidine mode is important because it is connected with the crucial iron-protein 
linkage in heme proteins. It has been established as a sensitive structural marker of the proximal 
heme pocket from previous studies. This band is present in deoxygenated hemoglobin so we 
developed a deoxygenation process to better characterize the species in our system. 
We developed a deoxygenation process for red blood cells. Deoxygenation is monitored 
by single cell absorption. Spectra taken during the deoxygenation processes are shown in Figure 
50. Oxygenated red blood cells are placed in a small sample bath. The sample bath is connected 
to a nitrogen gas cylinder and vacuum pump. Nitrogen gas is injected into the sample bath. After 
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30 minutes, the sample bath was evacuated and the nitrogen gas was exchanged. We repeated the 
process for 6 hours. The absorption spectrum of single erythrocytes was taken every 2 hours. The 
process is reversible. To oxygenate the sample again, we expose the sample to air. We measured 
the absorption spectra after 1 hour and after 24 hours [90]. 
 
Figure 50: Absorption spectra of single erythrocytes during deoxygenatation. 
Figure 50 shows the absorption spectra at various times during deoxygenatation. The spectra 
were recorded in the range from 350 to 700 nm. For healthy oxygenated Hb, the intense 
absorption Soret peak is observed at 415 nm due to porphyrin. The absorption α peak shows at 
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541 nm and absorption β peak shows at 577 nm [49]. The absorption spectra of deoxygenated Hb 
show no distinct α and β peaks. Figure 51 shows that the cells can be reversible as the 
deoxygenated spectrum reverts to the oxygenated spectrum after re-exposed to air. 
 
Figure 51: Absorption spectra of single erythrocytes during oxygenatation. 
The optical absorption shows the oxygenated state of single erythrocytes in Figure 51. The 
spectrum of deoxygenated Hemoglobin is sensitive to a number of modifications of proteins 
associated with abnormal behavior because of the loss of heme-heme interaction and absence of 
ligand-linked changes in conformation [49]. 
The erythrocyte hemoglobin is initially in the oxygenated state. During deoxygenation, 
the Soret peak shifts from 415 to 430 nm. The peak position of 430 nm is indicative of 
deoxygenation. After deoxygenation, we demonstrated a reversible process (Figure 51). After 24 
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hours, the Soret peak appeared at 415.3 nm which was the same as that observed in the initial 
stage.  
4.7 Raman spectroscopy of the iron-histidine mode at variable pressure 
Pressure effects on single red blood cells and the intracellular protein hemoglobin were 
studied by micro-Raman spectroscopy. In particular, we monitored the iron-histidine band that 
probes the crucial iron-protein linkage in heme proteins. We compared the deoxygenated 
hemoglobin in solution and in single erythrocytes. 
 
Figure 52: Raman of deoxygenated Hb in 0.1 mM tris buffer pH 7.4 and in deoxygenated single 
erythrocyte  
Figure 52 shows the low frequency Raman spectra of deoxy hemoglobin in solution and 
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hemoglobin in a deoxy erythrocyte. The iron-histidine mode corresponds to the band near 215 
cm-1. The Raman spectra show no significant spectral differences between hemoglobin solution 
and hemoglobin in single erythrocytes. 
 
Figure 53: Optical absorption spectrum of deoxygenated Hb in 0.1 mM tris buffer pH 7.4 and in 
deoxygenated single erythrocytes. 
This was confirmed by optical absorption spectra of deoxygenated hemoglobin in solution and in 
single erythrocytes. The absorption spectra of the healthy red blood cell show the deoxygenated 
hemoglobin from the Soret band at 430 nm and a single peak at 555 nm in Figure 53. The 
absorption spectra showed no significant spectral differences between deoxygenated hemoglobin 
solution and deoxygenated hemoglobin in single erythrocytes. The intensity of the peak is 
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different because of different concentrations of Hb in each sample. The ratio of absorbance 
between 430 nm and 555 nm is in agreement with the values given by Antonini and Brunori [49].  
In the following, we investigated the pressure dependence of the iron-histidine mode in a 
single erythrocyte. The Raman measurements were obtained on individual erythrocytes under 
physiological conditions raging from 150 to 1700 cm-1. Samples were excited with the 442 nm 
line from a He-Cd laser (1-2 mW power) at the sample and Raman spectra obtained. 
 
Figure 54: Raman spectra of the iron-histidine mode of deoxy single erythrocytes in PBS buffer (pH 7.36) 
at elevated pressure. 
We measured the spectra in the region of 150-560 cm-1 to evaluate changes in the iron-histidine 
mode. The iron-histidine mode corresponds to the band at 216 cm-1 in Figure 54. Other modes 
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are shown in 250-420 cm-1 due to peripheral heme substituents. Our Raman spectra are in 
agreement with those reported for  deoxygenated hemoglobin at 300 K [91].  
 
Figure 55: shifts of the deoxy single erythrocyte in PBS buffer (pH 7.36) at variable pressure. 
Figure 55 shows frequency shifts of the iron-histidine mode with variable pressure. The 
peak frequencies were obtained from a fit of Gaussian line shapes in the region of the band 
maximum. The frequency of the iron-histidine mode shifts to higher wavenumber with 
increasing pressure. The peak shifts with increasing pressure are small but very reproducible. The 
vibrational modes of the heme are dependent on the conformations of the prosthetic group. 
Pressure causes small conformation changes of the protein, which in turn affect the vibrational 
modes of heme. The iron-proximal histidine linkage is related to the modulation of the π electron 
density in the porphyrin ring [92]. The iron-histidine mode is sensitive to the proximal 




Figure 56: The absorption spectrum of the single erythrocytes for oxy state (left) and deoxy (right) state at 
variable pressure. 
To provide further evidence for a small conformational change with pressure, we measured the 
absorption spectra of Hb in a single erythrocyte. The maximum of the Soret absorption peak 
shifts with variable pressure. The shift is larger than the expected elastic contribution.  
 




The Soret peak positions are plotted as function of pressure in Figure 57. We determine slopes of 
0.064 nm/MPa for the oxygenated single red blood cell and 0.015 nm/MPa for the deoxygenated 
single red blood cell, respectively. This is consistent with measurements of the Soret band of 
sperm whale myoglobin at variable pressure [50]. The shift of the Soret band has substantial 
conformational contributions due to change in substate populations with pressure. Proteins are 
dynamic complex systems which fluctuate between equilibrium conformations in their native 
states. Substate populations depend on external factors such as pressure and temperature. In 
addition, the pressure causes broadening of the Soret peak [50]. 
During illumination with a laser, the bond between a ligand and heme iron can be broken 
[81]. The structure of the relaxed photodissociated state is similar to the deoxy state. However, 
the processes are different. The relaxation time of photodissociation is slow at low temperature 
[15]. We are measuring the Hb with a He-Cd laser at room temperature. The relaxation time is 
much faster than at low temperature. We investigated the Raman spectrum of oxy Hb in a single 
erythrocyte (in the fingerprint region).  
 
Figure 58: Raman spectrum of a deoxy single red blood cell (left) and a photodissociated single red blood 
cell (right) in PBS buffer (pH 7.36) at finger print region. 
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The spectrum shows the deoxygenated state marker band at 1355 cm-1 which is related to the 
electron density in the porphyrin ring [48]. In Figure 58, the band 1554 cm-1 correspond to the 
the porphyrin core-size sensitive maker (ν2). The spectra are indicative of a live-coordinate high 
spin heme. The spectrum resulting from the photolysis of HbO2 is similar to the spectra of 
deoxygenated Hb [93].  
We also investigated the pressure dependence of the iron-histidine mode in 
photodissociated hemoglobin. Samples were excited with the 442 nm line from a He-Cd laser 
using 1-2 mW power at the sample. 
  
Figure 59: Raman spectra of the iron-histidine mode of a photodissociated Hb in a single erythrocyte in 
PBS buffer (pH 7.36) at elevated pressure (left) and Shifts of the iron-histidine mode (right) with variable 
pressure. 
Raman spectra were measured in the region of 150-560 cm-1. Figure 59 shows that the frequency 
of the iron-histidine mode is at 216 cm-1. The bands in the regions from 250 to 420 cm-1 are due 
to peripheral heme substituents. Photodissociation occurs during the experiment. The Raman 
spectra of photodissociated single erythrocytes are similar to the Raman spectra of deoxygenated 
state of single erythrocytes. Figure 59 also shows the frequency shifts of the iron-histidine mode 
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with elevated pressure. The spectra of photolyzed HbO2 exhibit features similar to that of deoxy 
Hb. 
Pressure as a fundamental thermodynamic variable changes both the equilibrium 
coefficient and the rate of  chemical reactions[94]. The explanation for a shift in iron-histidine 
involves a confromation of the protein[95]. Conformations of heme proteins are easily changed 
by binding or dissociating of different ligands. The iron-histidine band has the covalent bond 
between the heme and the protein, which is influenced on changes in protein structure and 
dynamics. The bond strength of the iron-histidine linkage affects the iron-histidine mode [14, 96] 
The displacement of the iron atom with respect to the heme plane is an important factor in the 
process of ligand binding. The iron is closer to the heme plane due to increasing pressure and a 
protein conformational shift toward the conformation of the ligated species is proposed as a 
structural mechanism for the rate increases [97]. Myoglobin is similar to one subunit of 
hemoglobin. Therefore, we base an explanation of the conformational change on this model. 
 




Systematic variation in iron-histidine interactions causes a F-helix-induced tilt of the proximal 
histidine with respect to the heme plane [82]. The displacement between iron and the heme plane 
is about 0.35 Å from the X-ray structures [98]. Larger tilt angles are related to a larger iron 
displacement qo. Neglecting the tilt of the proximal imidazole, semi-empirical calculations 
provide a relation between the iron out-of-plane displacement and iron-histidine interaction. 
From this model, a frequency shift of 2.8 cm-1 corresponds to a change of iron displacement of 
~0.015 Å [99]. A conformational change of the heme environment and the tilt angle of the 
proximal histidine may be attributed to pressure [100].  
4.8 Extensions of high pressure studies of a single cell 
4.8.1 Intracellular water  
Water is the most important element for cells. Cells cannot exist without water [101]. 
Liquid water can form different hydrogen bonds in addition to its covalent bonds. The hydrogen 
atom is covalently attached to the oxygen of a water molecule [102]. Hydrogen bonds play a 
crucial role. Hydrogen bonding in water holds water molecules up to about 15% closer than a 
simple liquid with Van der Waals interactions. However, hydrogen bonding restricts the number 
of neighboring water molecules compared to the larger number found in simple liquids [103]. In 
the following, we show the results from an initial experiment to probe the intracellular water in a 
single erythrocyte. In previous work, it has been observed that large diameter changes in single 
red blood cells occurs with pressure in a reversible way [71]. A possible mechanism in water 
suggests that transport of the intra-cellular water may play a significant role for volume changes. 
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In particular water can be transported through aquaporin-1 channel with a rate about 3 billion 
water molecules per second [104, 105].  
 
Figure 61: Raman spectra of O-H bands and O-D bands in a single red blood cell and solvent. 
Figure 61 shows Raman spectra measured over the range from 500 to 4000 cm-1. The O-H band 
is found at near 3300 cm-1. The O-D band is found at near 2500 cm-1. The heme modes are in the 
fingerprint region. The red blood cells were loaded in a micro-capillary of inner diameter 50 
micrometer. The excitation spot for Raman spectra was scanned along the axial direction from 
the red blood cell to the solvent (Figure 61). A second experiment was conducted where normal 
water was exchanged to deuterated water (Figure 61). The exchange time between H2O and D2O 
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was faster than five minutes. We investigated the difference between pure water and bound water 
from the spectral changes. 
 
Figure 62: Deconvolution of Raman OH-stretch contour in solvent and an erythrocyte into two Gaussian 
components. 
Figure 61 shows the Raman spectra of pure water and the Raman spectra of cell bound water. 
The peak (red color) shown at the ranges of 2800-3000 cm-1 is C-H band in an erythrocytes. The 
O-H band is found at near 3300 cm-1. Liquid water consists of two hydrogen atoms covalently 
bonded to a single oxygen atom and fully hydrogen-bonded five-molecule tetrahedral nearest-
neighbor structure. The intermolecular symmetry νO-H stretch frequency is lower in hydrogen 
bonds [106].We deconvolute the Raman OH-stretch contour into two Gaussian components. The 
first Gaussian peak center is at 3206 cm-1and the second Gaussian peak center is at 3434 cm-1 for 
bulk water (pure water) in Figure 62 (top graph). The first Gaussian peak center is at 3163 cm-
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1and the second Gaussian peak center is at 3403 cm-1 for cell-bound water in Figure 62(bottom 
graph). The area ratio (II / I) is 1.6 for bulk water. The area ratio (II / I) is 3.6 for cell-bound 
water. The Gaussian components between bulk (pure water) and cell-bound water show different 
peak positions (over 30 cm-1 due to the rearrangements of hydrogen bonds[106]. The two 
Gaussian components of the Raman OH-stretching mode result from various amounts of 
hydrogen bonding. The extreme versatility of water bonding patterns leads to the maximum 
number of hydrogen bonds and changes the geometrical configuration to five molecule 
tetrahedral structures. A tetrahedral arrangement of the oxygen atom is required in the five 
molecule intermolecular water structures [97]. Orientation of water molecules adjacent to 
charged surfaces play an important role in electrochemistry, geochemistry and biology [107]. 
Specifically, the hydrogen bonding structure of water near a charged surface is significantly 
disrupted compared to bulk (pure water). In sum, the properties of bound water are very different 
from bulk water[108]. 
4.8.2 Morphological changes of yeast cells with pressure 
In a previous study over a 30% change in volume was observed in a red blood with an 
applied a pressure of 150 MPa [71]. We wanted to find out whether similar changes are 
occurring in other cell types or not. Therefore, we investigated morphological changes of yeast 
cells at variable pressure. Normal yeast cells were loaded in a micro-capillary of inner diameter 




Figure 63: Optical images showing morphological changes in yeast cells at Ambient, 82 MPa, and 152 
MPa (Note the movement of cells (flip) in panel 3)  
Figure 63 shows optical images of yeast cells at ambient pressure as well as, 82 MPa, and 152 
MPa. We pressurized from ambient pressure to 152 MPa and acquired optical images in real time.  
 
Figure 64: High pressure effects on the radius of a yeast cell at variable pressure. 
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With increasing pressure, we observe that the size of a yeast cell decreased in diameter. Before 
we measured the diameter, we calibrated with an image of the inner region of an empty micro-
capillary for the accuracy of the magnification. We measured the diameter of yeast cells with 
Image J software (NIH). We conclude that yeast cells undergo reversible size changes of about 
20% with pressure change of 150 MPa. This is almost as large as the changes observed in red 
blood cells over the same pressure range [71]. The yeast cell appears more rigid. A difference 
between red blood cells and yeast cells is that red blood cells are non-nucleated cells. However, 
yeast cells contain a nucleus. The volume changes may involve the transport of the intracellular 
water. In summary, these experiments demonstrate our ability to measure shape changes and 





























Our setup combines a Raman microscope with a micro-capillary attached to a high-
pressure system. The micro-capillary enables spectroscopy under a microscope at the single cell 
level. We tested the spectral resolution with CCl4 and observed a splitting symmetric mode near 
459 cm-1 with a spectral resolution of 1.5 cm-1. 
To illustrate the capabilities of the micro-capillary high pressure cell, we have 
investigated the pressure and temperature effect on the conformations of lipids. Lipids play an 
important role in cell membranes. Pressure causes the change of chain conformations in the C-C 
stretch bands. The C-C stretch band has different conformers such as anti and gauche. These 
conformers rotate around the C-C bond. With increasing pressure, the anti bands of the C-C 
stretch band shift to higher frequency due to chain interactions [75]. We use Raman spectroscopy 
to also probe the CH mode in DMPC and POPC at variable temperature. The temperature 
dependent anti band shifts are smaller than pressure dependent shifts. The C-C stretch mode in 
DMPC is more sensitive to pressure. With increasing temperature, the chain conformation of 
both lipids changes due to chain-chain interactions [75]. 
We have studied conformational changes in poly-L-glutamic acid at variable pressure. A 
shift of the amide I band in poly-L-glutamic acid with pressure suggests significant changes 
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occur in the secondary structures which favored the α-helical conformation. Spectral 
deconvolutions of the amide I bands yield the population changes between helices and coils.  
We also investigated the Raman spectrum of healthy red blood cells and Plasmodium 
falciparum infected red blood cells with a micro-capillary setup. There are clear differences 
between Plasmodium falciparum infected cells and uninfected cells. The spectral changes seen in 
single erythrocytes with malaria parasite at different stages of development may lead to new 
diagnostics tools.  
Micro-Raman and confocal absorption spectroscopy allowed us to probe oxygenated and 
deoxygenated hemoglobin in single erythrocytes. The iron-histidine band is the crucial iron-
protein linkage in heme proteins [14]. Before we investigated the iron-histidine band, we 
developed a deoxygenation process. Deoxygenation was monitored by single cell absorption. We 
then measured Raman spectra of the iron-histidine mode in a deoxygenated erythrocyte as a 
function of pressure. The iron-histidine mode is found to shift to higher frequency with pressure. 
The pressure dependent shift may be related to changes in the conformation of the heme protein 
[15].  
Finally, we use optical imaging to monitor morphological changes of yeast cells at 
variable pressure. In previous work, it has been observed that large diameter changes occur in 
single red blood cell with pressure [71]. The yeast cell undergoes reversible size changes of 20% 
with a pressure change of 150 MPa. This is almost as large as the changes observed in 
erythrocytes. A possible mechanism of reversible changes may involve intracellular water 
content. Raman spectra of the OH band can reveal the difference between bulk water and cell-
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associated water. A possible direction for further studies is to determine the thermodynamic 
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